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Mosaic of Marco Polo displayed in the Palazzo Doria-Tursi, in Genoa, Italy. The photo was taken from …
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marco_Polo#/media/File:Marco_Polo_Mosaic_from_Palazzo_Tursi.jpg

*****
The story that is just about to start, I will begin with yet another one saying connected with Marco Polo, apart
from the saying exposed along with the title of this essay itself. I will begin this essay with the saying …
Without stones, there is no arch.

They say it came out as a part of the discussion between Kublai Khan and Marco Polo. The discussion was
supposedly going like this …
Marco Polo describes a bridge, stone by stone.
“But which is the stone that supports the bridge?” Kublai Khan asks.
“The bridge is not supported by one stone or another,” Marco answers,
“but by the line of the arch that they form.”
Kublai Kahn remains silent, reflecting. Then he adds: “Why do you
speak to me of the stones? It is only the arch that matters to me.”
Polo answers: “Without stones, there is no arch.”
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This is a very deep parable actually, talking about the eternal and fundamental connection of individual entities
with the wholeness. Individual elements are tied together into a whole, and without these individualities, there
is no structure, there is no wholeness. However, without being connected to the wholeness, there are no
individual subjects. The connection and the bond, they are bidirectional. Nevertheless, this is true and valid only
for the relative field of existence. The true Wholeness, which is actually the origin of everything, is just behind
the relative field of existence. This is the Absolute, and it is entirely transcendental, it is silent and non-doing
but with infinite dynamism, it is unmanifested but omnipresent, and above everything, it is self-sufficient. This
is the true source of everything. This is the true Wholeness. Nevertheless, for the relative phase of life, the
exposed parable works on the superficial level, where it defines the fundamental laws of mechanics. However,
it also works on a very profound level, telling that without happy, fulfilled, and entirely realized individuals,
there is no happy, healthy and harmonious society. We live in the network of collective consciousness, tied up
together with innumerable strings, sometimes visible, sometimes invisible, and the whole is strong and powerful
as the individual entity is strong and powerful. Nobody is an island. We are all connected on the level of oneness.
This is to say, to be strong and powerful, but at the same time to maintain inner peace, we need to be connected
with the source. Interestingly, it is exactly that peace and silence, which is the source of everything. Even more
surprisingly, we do not need to go anywhere to find this place. That place is already within us. We just need to
turn to ourselves, and to find that inner eternal peace and silence …
THE KINGDOM OF HEAVEN IS WITHIN YOU
AND WHOSOEVER SHALL KNOW HIS TRUE SELF, THE ATMA, SHALL FIND IT.

Well, that was just a small introduction to completely another story. Obviously, this essay is devoted to the
famous world traveler Marco Polo. Nevertheless, it is almost as there is nothing to be told about that legendary
world researcher, and merchant, in addition to what is already exposed since his time in the 13th, and the
beginning of the 14th century, all until the modern days. His adventures became part of our young days, and we
were thrilled with all such experiences. Even today technically very sophisticated documentaries from the most
exotic places in the world can hardly compete with the stories about Marco Polo. Well, some people like the
patina of ancient times along with the fragrance of enigma and history. However, they say that many things
were invented and added to his initial original narrative. They also say that he himself, the Marco Polo, was
exaggerating so very much and that many of these stories are not true. Well, in the following few paragraphs
an attempt will be done, to verify some of these details. Of course, it is probably impossible to verify everything.
However, we know that many entirely new details will surface out immediately, only if we try to configure the
true natal chart of Marco Polo. Nevertheless, how to do that? We need the exact date of birth including the
precise moment of birth. So far, very less was known about him personally, including the precise birthdate, and
especially the birthplace itself. Such questions were bordering me very much as the life, adventures, and
achievements of Marco Polo were gradually occupying my attention. In fact, it took some time to realize that
Marco Polo was a very special person. In this grandiose endeavor to connect East and West, I somehow
recognized something that we already have seen before. The before already seen pattern was observed. Thus,
we all knew that he was special, but now I want to say that he was very, very special. It is true, only after some
time, it flashed to me that he has to be watched just as another Vishnu incarnation. Indeed, is it possible that
he is the one? Well, I was not sure about in the beginning, but I’ve just said to myself … let me try. This is exactly
the point where this story about Marco Polo is about to begin.
After exhaustive research about Marco Polo on all available sources, it happened that one date has surfaced
out all of sudden. Indeed, on some places, the info was found that the date … September 15, 1254. …, should
be considered as the true birthdate. Of course, I always try firstly with all official options History Science is
offering. Actually, in this case, there were no many options, only this single one, and therefore, with big curiosity,
the first natal chart was configured. Now, the point is, if Marco Polo is supposedly the Vishnu incarnation, then
the Karkha-Cancer Ascendent-Lagna should be applied. Well, at first, there was a disappointment seeing that
Chandra-Moon is not in the ninth house; it happened to be in the first house. As well, Surya was not exalted in
the tenth house. However, there was the Jupiter-Saturn conjunction observed in the form that both planets are
being opposite to each other, and having direct seventh drishti, the seventh aspect. Just to mention, this is also
considered as a form of Jupiter-Saturn conjunction. It is true, in this case, they are not in conjunction physically
by being in the same house, but they are bound and they do influence each other heavily by direct seventh
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drishti. The conjunction of Jupiter and Saturn is one very peculiar conjunction because of the nature of these
two planets. Jupiter is a significator of expansion while Saturn causes contraction, so we have two opposite
tendencies exposed at the same time. Luckily, they are mutually neutral, but that does not exclude very big
challenges if a person has it in the natal chart. When Vishnu incarnations are being concerned, such kind of
situation we have seen on several occasions so far. Good, this is one element fitting well, but the other two just
previously mentioned were not observed, and for some time, there were some doubts about the natal chart
itself. Then, gradually and slowly, slowly and gradually, it was set in my mind, that everything is absolutely all
right with this natal chart. The natal chart is correct.
The fact is, with Lord Vishnu incarnations, Chandra-Moon is not always in the ninth house. We have seen already
before that there are some exceptions to this rule. Actually, Chandra-Moon can be in any house but under
certain conditions. Before we already have seen such several cases when Chandra was with Surya, and they
could be together in any house actually. Such conjunction of Surya and Moon will emphasize drastically this
house and the appropriate sign. We have seen such an example with King Alexander the Great. Chandra and
Surya happened to be in the second house, emphasizing strongly his family, connection with father and mother,
wealth, authority, and speaking ability. He was capable to motivate his people, his soldiers, for everything, just
by giving strong inspiring speeches. Then, there is another option where Chandra can be, and this is to be in
conjunction with Rahu or Ketu, both. We remember very well the case of Lord Krishna, where Chandra conjuncts
Rahu in the seventh house. Ah, that was an enigma for a long time actually, but finally, the code was broken.
Or, we remember the case of Nikola Tesla, where Chandra conjuncts Ketu in the third house. However, we also
remember the natal chart of King Rama, where Chandra is in the first house. First house!? Well, this is exactly
what we supposedly have here in the case of Marco Polo, along with the date that surfaced out from
somewhere. Is it possible that this is the right chart actually? Chandra-Moon is the significator of traveling and
it is posited in the first house, therefore it could possibly show that the person was involved in journeys
throughout the lifetime. This indication is amplified strongly with the position of the Guru-Jupiter as the lord of
the ninth house, which means far distance journeys, in the twelfth, which means, making far distance journeys
abroad. It goes over Jupiter-Guru actually, what can indicate the financial background of the journeys, but
spiritual purpose as well, including earning knowledge. These points fit well, indeed.
Well, the condition of exalted Surya in the tenth house is not fulfilled, but after all, is it necessary to be fulfilled?
This we have seen in many cases, but only when he comes as a king, as a king warrior better to say. Exalted
Surya-Sun in the tenth house is a strong prerogative of a king and kingship, and consequently, in the case of
Marco Polo, this is not necessary to be fulfilled because he was not a king, neither was he a son of the king. In
fact, Surya-Sun is moderately strong, but it is involved in the Parivarthana Yoga together with Budha-Mercury,
connecting second and the third house very strongly and intimately. Second house ruler is the Surya-Sun, in the
third, indicating that the source of the wealth of the person can come through the king, or through the father.
As well, the king can become just as part of the family. Thus, we find the confirmation of all these facts in the
real life of Marco Polo.
However, we have another problem as well. What about the birthplace? In most of the texts, it is stated he was
born in the Republic of Venice. Some sources do mention … Constantinople … as the possible birthplace of
Marco Polo. There is another option as well mentioned, the town called … Sudak on Crimea …, where uncle
Marco Senior had his house for a while. Yet, there is a widespread legend in Croatia that he was born in the city
of … Korcula, on the island of Korcula (Korchula) in Dalmatia Province. There are many controversies about
this point by the way. I am trying not to be subjective in judging the case. Nevertheless, even some very reliable
documents from Venice itself exposed a piece of information that he was born in Dalmatia. Apropos Dalmatia,
in some documents, another city is mentioned as well as the possible origin … Šibenik-Sibenik. Both cities at
that time were in Dalmatia, the same as they are today, so that could be a very true fact actually. In Marco’s
time, together with some other parts of Dalmatia, they did belong to the Republic of Venice so there is no
contradiction in that particular statement. In fact, Dalmatia, and especially belonging islands, they were flipping
between several owners. The history of this part of the world was very turbulent. Firstly, it was always a matter
of disputes between the Eastern Roman Empire, the Byzantium, and the West Roman Empire sited in Rome.
Later on, it happened that the Roman Empire collapsed, and beside Rome itself, many city-states occurred out
of it like Venice, Genoa, and Pisa. They were all involved in disputes, clashes, and wars. Byzantium continued to
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exist for a long time, but there was a touching point with the western world passing exactly through the Balkan
area, including especially Dalmatia itself. The situation became even more complicated with arise of the strong
state of Croatia, right in the middle of the seventh century. The early Croatian state was under the jurisdiction
of the Byzantium first, it came into existence as a vassal state of Byzantium, but not for a long, because it flipped
the side, and came under the influence of Rome. The thing is that this has been the true touching point of East
and West for centuries, and I would say even for millenniums. This region was always somehow pulled and
pushed between East and West. Of course, heaving such a central position between East and West, well, that
presumes a high responsibility, including heaving and integrating the knowledge of East and West, both.
Because the integration of the two is something so very important. Many misunderstandings and even conflicts
in the world are being exposed only due to not understanding properly differences in mentality of cultures of
East and West. However, the genesis of the Croatian state is a very complex story, and it is covered in some
separate texts.

The photo was taken from … https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Republik_Venedig.png

The fact is that beautiful sea with an extraordinary big number of islands (officially, only in Croatia 1185 islands
rocks and reefs are mentioned though the number is prone to change) became a wish and target for many to
have and to possess. Venice was forced to take control, and in some stage, this is exactly what they did. We
have to consider that Venice grew up as a strong and powerful city-state because it was established as a trading
superpower. The trade considered importing many items from the East, predominately from the Ottoman
Empire, and even further on, much deeper within the Asian continent, and to sell the goods all over Europe.
They had many ships bringing goods from the entire known world at that time. However, Venice was situated
at the very end of the Adriatic Sea, and the way for ships was long and entirely insecure. Ships of that time were
relatively small and completely unsuitable for going onto the open sea. They were supposed to travel along the
seashore, to follow the coastal line. Whenever the storm came, they were supposed to find some safe port or
at least some protected bay, and therefore they were always traveling close to the continent. Even that was not
on the safe side always, and many ships finished on the bottom of the sea. Today, the immense number of
ancient shipwrecks in that area are subjected to the undersea archaeological researches. In addition, western
side of the Adriatic, close to today Italy, was very unpleasant and not practical for such sea journeys because
the coast itself was very hostile, with a predominance of dangerous rocks, reefs, and high cliffs. The strong and
sometimes hurricane north wind called Bura could easily crash these small and not so powerful ships on these
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rocks, reefs, and cliffs. At the contrary, the eastern side of the Adriatic, of what is today Slovenia, Croatia,
Montenegro, Albania, and Greece, well that was much pleasant route for such journeys. That is the reason that
Venetians were strongly wishing to have Dalmatia and belonging islands under their control. This is the reason
that Venetians and Croats fought many wars for control over the eastern side of the Adriatic Sea. Well, as usual,
the Goddess Fortuna was changing sides, and the entire area, or at least some parts, were changing sides as
well. There was a time when Croats were controlling everything and deployed a heavy tribute on Venetians for
passing through without being robbed, or ships destroyed and sent to the bottom of the sea. Such a situation
did last for several centuries actually. Then the Venice has grown enough, they established an incredibly
powerful navy, and very soon, they took control over the entire Adriatic, and the complete Mediterranean after
all. The fact that the Croatian influence was reduced in the 12th century due to tragic and controversial events
along with civil wars, and that it ceased to exist as an independent country for some time, was only helping
Venetians to take the total control on the entire region.

The map was taken from … https://maps-venice.com/republic-of-venice-map

This is how the island of Korcula and the coastal Dalmatia became Venetian possession. For this very preliminary
research on the natal chart, I will continue with the idea that exactly Korcula is the real birthplace of Marco Polo.
Indeed, it seems to me, this is where the story of Marco Polo has begun. Later on, only the part of the story that
Marco Polo is Venetian was being spread around. That was not wrong to say, because, after all, his entire family
moved to Venice, and they became Venetians. However, they originated in Dalmatia. Even their surname … Polo
…, what in Italian means … chicken …, is probably derived from Croatian … pile or pilić (pilich) …, what actually
has the same meaning. Or, it is plausible to consider for both to originate from Latin … pullum. The surname …
Pilić … exists in Croatia in quite a prominent number even today. There is another theory considered as well,
saying that the surname Polo is derived from the personal name … Paul or Paulus …, and that originally was …
Paulovic or Pavlović … and later on it was Latinized to became … Polo or Depolo. The surname … Depolo … is
widespread in many countries today. In addition, the surname … Pavlović … today is very popular in Croatia as
well.
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During the research on Marco Polo, I stumbled on one extraordinary document, a doctoral dissertation actually,
which did help me a lot to purify and crystallize my thoughts, in order to distinguish what is plausible and what
is not regarding the Marco Polo. I mean, it helped to some extension, because, when one enters the field of
researching the Marco Polo, all of sudden one is in the deep forest. This is literately the deepest forest I’ve ever
seen. Every single fact found is echoing million times, from different angles and from different sources. There is
an abundance of politics involved as well. Just to mention, before, many times I tried with research on Marco
Polo, but left the research soon because of exactly such reasons; so much of smoke and mirror reflections.
However, this time I said to myself, just go on, and whatever happens … it does not matter. No doubt, the
mentioned document, doctoral dissertation, helped me a lot to purify everything. This is the work of … Dr.
Željana Puljiz-Šostik …, visiting lecturer in Croatian language, Faculty of Art, Delhi University, India, with the
title:
MARCO POLO AND HIS DESCRIPTION
OF THE WORLD: FACT AND FICTION
IN THE HISTORY OF LITERATURE

The work has been released in 2015. as a doctoral thesis on the Faculty of Arts and Humanities in Zagreb, Croatia.
The entire work in the PDF format document can be found on …
http://bib.irb.hr/datoteka/753305.MARCO_POLO_I_NJEGOV_LE_DIVISIMENT_DOU_MONDE_OPIS_SVIJETA.pdf

All that I can say, what a work! What the work she has done!? What an argumentative discussion!? Indeed, the
research is absolutely amazing, going very deep into the subject and mentions almost all that was ever said
about Marco Polo, or by the Marco Polo. However, I can mention, there is only one thing I did not follow entirely.
The Author does not support an idea of the island of Korcula as the birthplace of Marco Polo. Not entirely. She
is following some other authors telling that this is an option but not entirely plausible. However, I will take
exactly this place as the starting point. Later on, along with the analysis, that can be proved or disproved of
course. My reasons are very practical actually. The Island of Korcula is somehow the midway between Venice
and Constantinople, sort of, and if there is a mistake, it is significantly minimized. It is also somewhere in the
middle if we consider the place Sudak on Crimea. According to all indications and reasonable objective thinking,
his birthplace must be in Dalmatia, and then, wherever it is, by putting the Korcula Island in the center, the
possible mistake is minimized even further on.
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Thus, all these facts, plus yet very important one, in addition, the fact that Vishnu incarnations are quite
common for this region, and especially for Dalmatia, this is all quite a strong argumentation that we need to go
exactly with this option. We just recall the memory on Hector of Troy, who was the part of the first and the only
post-Vedic culture in Europe, the Empire of Illyrians; the Empire of Troy. Then we have Lucius Artorius Castus,
the ordinary soldier who became a general in the Roman Army and the governor of some provinces like for
example Liburnia, which was just separated from Dalmatia at that time, all in Illyricum Province. He became a
Governor of Britain as well, and for some time he was functioning as the King of Britain. Yet another incarnation
is Roman Emperor Diocletian, who also started from the rank of a soldier but he became the emperor of Roman
Empire, and he played a very important role in extending its life when it was in decline. Then the incarnation of
Saint Jerome we have to count as well, and the first Croatian King Pavlimir-Belo along with some other Croatian
kings, what will be discussed in some future essays. They all occurred there in Dalmatia, Illyria, and later state
construct … Croatia. There are definitely some others in this chain like for example Attila the Hun, who occurred
in the same area. We can count even Alexander the Great in this frame because he did occur not far away from
this region, but definitely in the same genetic background.1 And not to forget the very recent one, the Nikola
Tesla himself. About some of the mentioned individuals, I already did write extensively, but some will be in the
focus along with the next coming essays. Therefore, this is telling us that we have to use exactly this place, the
island Korcula and the city with the same name, as the birthplace of Marco Polo, at least in this initial stage.
Today, the story of Marco Polo is part of the tradition of Korcula Island and the city of Korcula. There is even the
house that is considered as his birth house. I do not believe that everything is just makeup, but one should be
skeptical to some level as well because there is a tendency observed to use Marco Polo as a local patriotic idol
and for the promotion of the tourism as well. I am not saying that this is not possible; it is possible. Of course,
there is no mentioning of Marco Polo in the census records on Korcula. The explanation is very simple. The fact
is that the census register did not exist at that time because such practice started in Dalmatia from about 1550.

The island of Korcula. Photo by Google Maps.
1) When we consider ancient Illyria, need to remind, there is a big confusion about the term, people who lived there, and the entire
civilization behind. One simply cannot go with official explanations, because they are all false; they are created to produce smoke and
endless mirror reflections on the true history. Along with researching the legendary Troy, amazing and stunning revelations have been
exposed, what will definitely force historians to rewrite the history books entirely. However, that is not all. Even before the formation of
the Trojan Empire, there was a very advanced civilization at the same spot. An enormous number of stone megaliths found on the entire
area, along with a plausible option that the cluster of very old pyramids did exist and still do exist on the same spot, well, all that suggests
that Illyrian civilization was thriving there for last 20.000 to 30.000 thousand years at least. Some partial information is given out along
with the link about ancient Illyrian megaliths … Stećak … https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ste%C4%87ak . Only thing, the officially offered
dating is not correct. A very interesting video presentation is available along with the link … https://archive.org/details/SteciEnigmaticMegalithicStoneSleepersInTheWesternBalkans
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The hypothetic house on Korcula Island that Marco Polo was supposedly born. The photo was taken from …
https://www.korculainfo.com/marcopolohouse/marco-polo-birth-house-korcula1/

By the way, the island of Korcula is not something that we are entirely unfamiliar with. According to the true
story of the legendary Troy, which was in the vicinity actually, not more than 50 kilometers of air distance,
exactly this island was the place where Oddissus met with beautiful and gorgeous nymph Korkyra. They say that
even the present name of the island is derived from her name. This is all long story, and I do not want to lose
the main thread of this story, and this is Marco Polo.2
Thus, all altogether, many separate pieces of the mosaic came together, they clicked together, and the feeling
that we need to start with this place as his birthplace became stronger and stronger. I had some further
problems in setting the right Navamsa Lagna, but it finally settled as Tula Navamsa Lagna, with the Atmakaraka
in the third house indicating that he had a friend circle of very influential people. This is also very true. Therefore,
the search for the exact birth time of Marco Polo has finished with freezing the imaginary wall clock to 55
minutes after the midnight on September 15, 1254, C.E. The time is expressed as the Local Mean Time (LMT),
Here is the natal chart …

2) For more information about the true legendary Troy and the first and only post-Vedic culture in Europe, please see the essay …
LEGENDARY TROY FINALLY DECIPHERED! …, at the link … https://deconstructingtheillusion.com/vedic-science-and-vedicliterature/legendary-troy-finally-deciphered/
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Vedic Astrology-Jyotish natal chart of Marco Polo.

Planetary periods, the so-called Vimsottari Dasha System.
It is telling precisely when something will be manifested throughout the lifetime.

When analyzing someone’s natal chart, we need to focus firstly on Chandra-Moon and the ascendant-lagna
ruler, and to see what they are doing, and where, and how, they are placed. Due to the Karkha lagna, we need
to be focused on Chandra-Moon predominantly. Chandra-Moon, by being posited in the first house, its own
house, will emphasize all these qualities that Graha devata possess, telling that Marco will be endowed with
strong intuition power, that he was very sensitive in nature and very perceptive. High imagination power and
empathy for the world will be developed as well. Moon is in the Pushya Nakshatra, which is considered as one
of the best among all nakshatras, and especially suitable for starting business or enterprises. The Mon is in the
second pada, indicating that the focus of the person will be on Artha, the material wellbeing. Three planets are
in the second pada telling that acquiring material goods and possessions will be important in his life. The ruler
of this nakshatra is Saturn, and that in return will give a mixture of energies of Mon and Saturn. Saturn will give
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stability and discipline so that high fluctuations and volatile nature of the mind due to the Moon influence will
be grounded. The ascendant itself stays in the same nakshatra, what tells that all his plans and desires will be
achieved trough Saturn qualities, and consequently, the seventh and the eighth house that are ruled by Saturn,
will be playing a significant role. However, Saturn is placed in the sixth house partially, and partially in the
seventh house. This will definitely give some delay with marriage. As well, Saturn in the sixth can give some
problems in marital life, but it will help in overcoming rivals and opponents. Saturn is retrograde, and therefore,
it will not act just on the very usual manner. In addition, we need to consider Saturn to be in high dignity because
it is Vargottama. It is in the same sign in the main Rasi Kundali and the Navamsa Kundali. However, Saturn is not
a favorable planet for this ascendant because it is natural malefic and functional malefic, both. Nevertheless,
there is another problem with Saturn as well. In this natal chart three planets, Budha-Mercury, Guru-Jupiter,
and Sani-Saturn are … mrita-death. This is to say they will not expose on the material level so much, or not at
all. In the life of Marco, this will manifest on the way that on the material plane he will be depending on
someone, especially in the first part of his life. Furthermore, things will not go so smooth throughout his entire
life, there will be many obstacles and hindrances. Later on, Marco’s life path was idealized heavily, but more
about this idea will be probably exposed later on.
In addition, the lagna-ascendant is placed in the third pada, indicating the Kama, enjoyment in life. Two planets,
Jupiter and Rahu, we find in the same, the third pada, connected with the Kama. The Kama is the term usually
associated with the God of Love, God Kama. He is depicted as a male, but what people usually do not know is
the fact that an idea about God Kama is modified and forged terribly in some stage when knowledge was going
down. In Vedic Science, it was initially and originally the … Goddess of Love … and her name was … Goddess
Kamala. There was a time in history when masculine energy was taking over resulting in entirely patriarchal
societies, what we are still inheriting even today. In Celestial Pantheon, Goddess Kamala is the daughter of Lord
Shiva and his celestial consort Goddess Parvati. Due to that, Kamala is the sister of Ganesha and Skanda. Well,
even fewer people would know that Kamala was originally … the sister of Goddess Parvati, the Queen of
Heaven. How Kamala from sister became a daughter of Parvati, well, that is also a very interesting story, and it
is all connected closely with how Parvati became the celestial consort of Lord Shiva. Then again, this is one
incredible story indeed. This is one very important story because it focuses on the Parvati, the Queen of Heaven,
and we definitely need to know more about. I am quite sure, there will be a good opportunity soon to expose
that story about the Queen of Heaven. This we cannot enter right now, but I’ve just wanted to mention that the
God Kama is actually the Goddess Kamala, and as we are now correcting many things, in all my future texts I will
be mentioning the Goddess Kamala only and exclusively.
Another very important momentum in considering any natal chart is to analyze Surya as the general atmakaraka,
and the Atmakaraka itself, which is very specific for any given natal chart, and in this case, this is Sani-Saturn.
Well, Saturn again! Thus, we see that in general, Saturn plays a very important role in this natal chart. The basic
signification of the Saturn is … discipline, searching for truth, and … serving. This is what Marco will be doing in
a good portion of his life. He will be serving to the Kublai Khan for a long time actually. In the Navamsa Saturn
is posited in the third house, indicating very influential friend circle.
As I mentioned, Saturn is very important graha in this natal chart. For this chart, it is a natural and functional
malefic. However, it is nicely placed, and it will help to overcome rivals, opponents and enemies. It will also help
in prolonging life, which means longevity, because it gives the third aspect to the eighth house, on his own
house. In Marco’s natal chart, Saturn is not good only for marital life; there will be some turbulence and the
marriage can be delayed. In general, Saturn is very important planet-graha even though there is a deeply rooted
prejudice Saturn is only malefic. Well, according to my experience, there is no bad graha. All grahas are divine,
they are Graha Devatas, and they are here to teach us something, they are all irreplaceable. Only thing, they
can perform their teaching in very different ways. Saturn is the … Planet of Truth …, teaching people how to
recognize and find the Truth. From the website …
http://www.chakrapani.com/chakrapani-vedic-astrology-magnificent-saturn.html

… we read …
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Saturn is also called the “Planet of Truth”. It is concerned with fairness, justice, righteousness, right attitude and
right conduct. It creates sorrow, suffering, deep discontentment and enmity with a view to teach the person the
real truth of life. To some extent, the more a person suffers, the more he learns. This is the special blessing of
Saturn’s influence. As a result, we find in the life history of great persons in the spiritual, material and political
fields, Saturn plays a more dominant role than any other planet. For them, failure becomes a pillar of their strength.

I would definitely recommend everyone to read the book … The Greatness of Saturn …, also known under the
Sanskrit title … Sani Mahatmya. This is the mythical story about the king who organized a competition among
all Graha Devatas in order to see which one is the best and the nicest. This is where he underestimates terribly
the Saturn, the Sani Graha Devata, and by being provoked heavily, Sani decided to teach him a lesson. The book
can come in many different editions, forms, and interpretations, so one is free to choose.
Yet another important momentum in any natal chart is to analyze the Rahu-Ketu axis. This can give us valuable
information about the true Dharma of the person, what is to say, what that person will need to accomplish in
this life. As we know, Rahu and Ketu are shadowy planets; one is only the head without the body, while another
is the headless body. Yet, they are still connected but on the invisible level, and cannot function one without
other. Actions of Rahu have deep root in the nature of Ketu. The story of how they came to existence is very
long actually. The thing is, they both have a tendency to integrate again, so this is exactly what we have to do.
We have to integrate Rahu and Ketu again, which means we need to integrate two opposite houses they are in,
and to enliven all that they represent. Only then, we can fulfill our worldly mission. In the case of Marco Polo,
this is all about the second and the eighth house. They need to be integrated and fused together. That means,
family wealth will be accomplished through the family line and family heritage, through the occult cognitions
and deep spiritual values. The position of Ketu in the eighth house means that the owner will be working on
deciphering many secrets, or that he may not have secrets.
Now, I am not going to continue with the analyzing of the natal chart anymore. That was already done to some
extension. The best is to try to verify the natal chart itself, and that can be done only by finding some true events
in the life of Marco Polo. However, for doing so, we need some very precise dates from his life, but that is very
difficult to find as well. Nevertheless, some events we can locate even just by coming very close.
From the Wikipedia’s site …
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marco_Polo

… we learned something very important. This is the segment taken out …
Almost nothing is known about the childhood of Marco Polo until he was fifteen years old,
excepting that he probably spent part of his childhood in Venice.

Well, this statement obviously exposes the fact that he moved to Venice when he was about 15 years of age. It
is plausible to consider that he lived with mother on Korcula Island, while his father and father’s brother were
trying to establish some trading business in Venice, and later on in Constantinople. It seems that the mother
died, and that should have happened in the … Budha-Ketu (Bu-Ke) … planetary period. The point is, considering
the natal chart, moving to Venice for Marco is plausible to expect in the same planetary period, what is to say
from October 8, 1268. until October 6, 1269. This is the plausible period for the mother to depart, and for his
move to Venice. Ketu could be embarrassing as the Antara Dasha, just the same as it could be as the main dasha
period. Any Ketu period/bhukti could be very troublesome. In most of the cases, Ketu indicates a change of
residence, and this is the strong reason for me to state this is the proper timing for Marco to move to Venice.
Thus, Marco spent just about two-three years in Venice before his life adventure is about to begin. No doubts,
these were the most important formative years for Marco. This is probably the place he got very extensive
education. Thus, he spent some young days in Venice, but he is definitely not born there because there is no
mentioning in the census records, neither him nor any member of his close family. At that very early time, Venice
already had established recording of all newborns and departing people, including weddings as well. However,
there is no mentioning of Polo’s family members in the census. Most probably, hey did belong to lower caste of
merchants, and there is definitely not any indication of nobility. Before that, as it was mentioned, his father and
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uncle lived in Constantinople for some time due to the trading business. Therefore, some researchers
mentioned the Constantinople could possibly be his birthplace as well. I personally do not support this option,
because mother and Marco probably stayed at home on Korcula Island. Father Niccole and uncle MaffeoMatteo, they moved out of Constantinople just prior to the political turmoil when Venetians were expelled from
that town, and Genoans took their place. Venice and Genoa were big rivals at that time, and they fought many
wars for the domination over the territories and prestige in the trading business. One of such wars will be
mentioned in this essay just a little bit later on. In fact, from there, from Constantinople, father and uncle went
on their first journey to China, and when they came back to Venice, they did find young Marco there living with
another uncle. Therefore, it is a plausible father was separated from the family for a long time, and Marco, for
sure grew up in the father’s absence. They reunited just there in Venice after Marco moved there due to mother
departure, and after father returned from his first trip to China. That supposedly did happen in 1269.

Venice. The photo was taken from …
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Category:Old_maps_of_Venice#/media/File:Nuremberg_chronicles_f_043v44r.png

The probable image of the City of Venice at the time of Marco Polo. The photo was taken from …
https://rockyruggiero.com/blog/venice-la-serenissima/
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Marco was 17 years of age when they started their trip to China. I think that happened in … Budha-Shukra-Guru
(Bu-Sk-Gu) … planetary period, what is to say, in the spring of 1271. It took about 4 years to reach the chief
town of China, and to join the … Kublai Khan …, and that was definitely in 1275.
Marco stayed in China in the service of Kublai Khan for a further 17 years. That was his most fruitful period of
life. In fact, just in the year 1283, the mahadasha of Budha-Mercury expired, which lasted for 17 years. Then the
Ketu Mahadasha was activated and lasted for the next seven years. Marco was about 29 years of age at that
time, what is to say that Ketu Mahadasha started relatively late. When one has Ketu coming as the early
Mahadasha in life, this can be an indicator for a strong spiritual leader. We have seen that very interesting detail
in many Vishnu incarnations. Here this is not the case. As I already have mentioned, Ketu Mahadasha is one of
the most difficult in the life of every person, but all depends on the natal chart configuration. For some people,
it can be very easy. Ketu is in the eighth house, which means that the energy of Ketu and this particular house
will be activated. The eighth house is ruled by Saturn-Sani, and because Ketu is taking the identity of the house
owner, this will amplify the energy of Saturn as well. Ketu Mahadasha is third in the sequence, and it will function
partially as the Surya-Sun, with the possibility to give some very high position, almost equal to the king, or, just
next to the king. I think we need to connect that period with the Marco being governor of some province in
China. After he proved himself as a very organized, knowledgeable, responsible, and competent individual, he
earned the highest position in the service to Kublai Khan. Ketu is situated in the nakshatra of Rahu, so it will
function as the Rahu actually. Then, Rahu is connected with Shukra-Venus, and this is the time where I can see
his deep involvement in the love affair. It can be that love affair started even earlier, but it will be having a tragic
end right there in the Ketu period. I think the story of having a love affair with the woman who was a servant
on the court of Kublai Khan is very true. Just the same as it was true, honest, and sincere his emotional
attachment in this relationship. It is very likely that she became mortally sick in Ketu mahadasha, and she finally
departed in … Ketu-Sani (Ke-Sa) … planetary period. One of the features of the Ketu mahadasha is an illusionary
love affair, a love affair which is not responded well, or which is broken by any other reason, like for example
disease, and due to the final departure. During the Ketu mahadasha, many previously existing relationships can
face failures, real breakdowns, or severe challenges at least. Marco was probably devastated with the terrible
loss, and according to all stories, that was a trigger point for making the decision to return to Europe.3 However,
his heart definitely stayed there in China with this lady.

Kublai Khan-The Emperor of China and Mongolia. The photo was taken from …
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/1/1b/YuanEmperorAlbumKhubilaiPortrait.jpg
3) They say that another important reason to return home was the fact that Kublai Khan was already old, and soon some changes were
expected in this regard. Marco was concerned of how the next emperor would support their mission, whether he would be friendly or not.
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Well, the journey back home, according to reports, that was just another big and challenging undertaking, yet
another one adventure. No any part of his life was missing thrills and excitements. That is probably the reason
it became so popular later on. According to the story, the Kublai Khan, issued a special tablet with his exclusive
order to everyone who sees that, to offer any needed help and free passage for Marco Polo and his team.
They say that in 1295, he, his father and uncle, were back in Venice. If I counted well, that was 24 years, what is
a long time actually. Actually, this is one entire generation. Some new kids were playing around in Venice when
they finally reached their destination. The trill was not being missed even there because soon he will finish in
the naval battle Venetians fought with Genoans, and it was supposedly held just close to the island of Korcula.
It supposedly did happen on September 7, 1298, but there are many contradictions about this battle, including
several dates. It was not explicitly mentioned in which sea battle he took part so some commentators question
this is exactly that one battle. Well, other researchers assume it must have been exactly this one just close to
the Korcula Island. That one did happen on the mentioned day, historians said, thou the discrepancy was
observed of whether it was September 7, September 8, or September 9. However, I took September 7, and if
we consider this date, it should be in the … Sk-Ra-Sa-Ch-Ke … planetary period.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Battle_of_Curzola

The photo was taken from … https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Venetian_galley_at_Curzola-engraving.jpg

Is that true, is that correct?
In fact, the mentioned planetary period can indicate something like that. In addition, if we take a look into the
transit and gochara, for both we find Sani-Saturn moving over the lagna-ascendant. Marco was just in the middle
part of the … Sani Sade Sati …, seven and a half years of Saturn unfavorable influence. Interestingly, ChandraMoon will be in the twelfth house, which can indicate exactly the imprisonment, and it is in the Aridra Nakshatra,
ruled by Rahu. Altogether, that can give additional confirmation this is a true date. However, I do not believe
Marco was the owner of the galley ship he did find himself onboard. This is just another exaggeration telling
that he was a very rich and influential member of Venice’s society. He was not. I mean, he was rich at that time,
because they have just returned from China. It is plausible to believe Kublai Khan gifted them nicely and in
abundance for their long and obedient service. Only thing, the question is how much they could have carried
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right to the final destination, the Venice. Thus, he was definitely rich at that moment, but he still did not enter
into the high society circle of nobles even though he was probably trying to. It was just about that time that the
law was changed so that buying the nobility directly by providing a big amount of money was probably
abolished. It was just much more difficult to become a noble. His efforts were additionally ruined when
Venetians lost that battle near Korcula Island. The battle was disastrous for Venetians, and Marco was taken
into Genoa’s prison where he stayed about one year. However, destiny wanted exactly this to happen,
otherwise, his stories and adventures would probably be lost forever. It is there in prison in Genoa that he met
with a professional ghostwriter … Rustichello da Pisa …, to whom he exposed his stories by dictating. He was a
well-known romance writer from Pisa. Here is where and how the magic of plotting and coining one of the most
famous books has begun. Unfortunately, the original was not preserved, because, it would be very nice to see
what really Polo has dictated to the ghostwriter. Now, there are so many interpretations around. According to
Dr. Željana Puljiz-Šostik (The Author), the writer of the mentioned doctoral dissertation thesis, the truth is that
the book was not facing a very big success immediately. It did spread throughout the Genoa and the Republic
of Venice, probably, especially it was maybe echoing in the Venice itself, but for big global recognition, it will
take some time. Only much later, due to the very interesting political situation, it happened that the name and
the book of Marco Polo were suddenly taken from the archive. More about this … later on.
Now, we came to the year 1300, and this is a very important year for Marco. It seems that the book about his
travels was published, and have seen the world, exactly in this year. Well, it seems that his father died in this
year as well, even though some sources mentioned that could have been a little bit earlier. All the marcopoloists
do agree father Niccolo was alive while Marco was imprisoned in Genoa. Because, it was definitely the father
who organized sending and delivering of all documents and records to Marco in Genovese prison, to be a
reminder for his dictate to Rustichello. Very probably, father was also helping to find a big, nice, and spacious
house to be acquired for the Polo family. It seems that it did happen while Marco was in prison. The will of the
father was not preserved, and his death is still a kind of mystery. However, it should be in 1300. as the latest,
because he was not mentioned in another one will during that year. Thus, the departure of the father could
have been during 1299, or in 1300.
It is plausible to believe that Marco got married in the year 1300, or the very beginning of 1301. The exact date
is mentioned nowhere. Well, according to my opinion, it is plausible to expect marriage to happen in the
planetary period … Sk-Gu-Sa … from November 19, 1300. to April 20, 1301. Shukra-Venus is the natural
significator for marriage for man and women. However, in this particular case, Shukra-Venus is the Darakaraka.
It is the particular significator of marriage for this natal chart. Therefore, this is very proper timing for marriage
to happen. In fact, this is closest I could come. Soon afterward his three daughters were born. It seems he had
a peaceful and happy family life. He was devoted to family and his business … trading. His financial situation was
very good, and he left significant heritage to the family, including the fact that he donated some goods to the
Church.
The book, which became known by the title … The travels of Marco Polo …, was gradually finding readers, but
it became globally famous after about two hundred years. According to the Author of the dissertation I was
mentioning, his travels became famous, but locally. The reason was his status, due to the fact that he was still
commoner. He probably never succeeded in his efforts to enter the noble circles. Later on, he did marry all three
daughters to the families of nobles, but his family definitely never did reach this status. The society of Venice
was very complex, traditional, and even conservative, with very firmly established rules. The place, the position,
and the role of every individual, they were firmly determined by their social status. Marco Polo and his family,
well, they were citizens of the Republic of Venice, but they were still … just immigrants of the city of Venice.
Imagine the following comparison. With all due respect, please imagine the emigrant from Eastern Europe, who
enters Great Britain, and he becomes a member of the House of Lords immediately. How much is plausible an
option like this? Therefore, all those who mention his noble origin and similar things, they are just exaggerating
in order to achieve certain benefits. The Author of the dissertation especially mentioned that the full focus on
Marco Polo and his trips started some 100 or 150 years later on, right in the time when Venice was in decline,
and when the Mediterranean area lost its supremacy. New overseas worlds have been discovered, the Atlantic
Ocean became the new world stage, and new superpowers have been born like England, Holland, Portugal
Spain, and France. The Atlantic coast of Europe became the center of the trading business, but for many clashes
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and wars as well. In order to compete somehow with the colonial conquering of these big forces, the Venetians
just surfaced Marco Polo from the archive. They said:
“Look, fine, you have traveled around the world, you discovered new continents, you even
conquered some of them and turned them into your colonies, but here you have to see that we had
traveled all around much, much before you.”

Of course, Marco Polo was the key. This is where and when … the marcopolomania … did start. On a way, they
were right. Marco Polo, the Venetian, traveled the world, and that means really far distant world, much before
all others. They were definitely very right. Only thing, this kind of saying did not help a lot to the declining
Republic of Venice. Soon however, La Serenissima, was just remodeled and fused firmly and coherently into the
bigger structure. The time of bigger structures was just about to come, bringing up something new, bringing up
… the concept of nation.
However, the story of the book coming to existence is rather complex. If we want the truth, and we declared
that we want it because this is the only way to rise spiritually above the mud of the age of ignorance, well, then,
we need to cover other options as well. The Author of the dissertation clearly mentioned that it was actually
conspiracy what brought the stories of Marco Polo to be our living reality. It seems that while Marco was
imprisoned in Genoa, he was talking about his travels and adventures to the guards. The voice easily attracted
the attention of some authorities, and they inspired Marco to write down everything. It seems that Genoans
were not hostile toward Marco, or they promised him freedom if and when, he accomplishes that. They certainly
had their own agenda with the story and possible book emerging. The ghostwriter Rustichello from Pisa was
intentionally sent to his prison cell. Nevertheless, he was not only a writer. At the same time, he was a translator.
Marco was dictating on his Venetian oriental language, where Venetian was mixed up with Persian, which was
the international language of merchants on the court of Kublai Khan. Rustichello was translating to … well, there
is a heated debate, and quite some disputes are going on, considering the fact to which language he was
translating. According to the Author of the dissertation, he was translating not to Latin how some authors have
claimed, but to some south French language and dialect. At the same time, Rustichello himself was acting as
editor, just to grasp Marco’s thoughts firmly and correctly, and to modify all that into the form the public would
have been possible to grasp. Therefore, he was the first editor actually.
Immediately after the dictate by Marco was finished, the translator came in, who was translating to Genovese
language and dialect, which were very peculiar according to all testimonials. It seems that Genoans wanted to
keep the work among themselves for some time. It also seems that initial idea did not work entirely well, and
the book was soon translated to the Venetian language as well. It was probably the … Giovanni Battista Ramusio
… Venetian aristocratic geographer and travel writer, who lived between 1485. and 1557, the one who got the
task to collect everything about Marco Polo from all available sources, and to rephrase, compile, and tune
everything with Venetian needs and agenda. This is where beautification on Marco Polo has begun. He was
supposed to be of aristocratic origin, of course, pure Venetian by pedigree, along with being enormously rich,
having his own coat of arm, own galley he was commanding, and similar.
Nevertheless, in spite of all that, Marco Polo really did travel around the world, he traveled as Venetian, and he
did see marvelous places. Along with his last hours, when he was lying ill in the bed, some close friends who
came to see him had asked if he invented everything because all the stories seem so fantastic and fictional. He
said to them …
I have not told half of what I saw.

Marco Polo departed on January 8, 1324, according to the Gregorian calendar. He was buried in the Church of
St. Laurence (Chiesa di San Lorenzo), in the quarter of Venice called Castello. The photo of the church is shown
below, with the observation that this is not an original image. The church was restored between 1580, and 1616.
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The photo is taken from …
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/San_Lorenzo,_Venice#/media/File:Chiesa_di_San_Lorenzo.jpg

The modern City of Venice in Italy. Photo by Google Maps.
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To summarize everything, obviously, the mission of Marco Polo was to connect the East and the West, which is
a quite common theme in many Vishnu incarnations. Sometimes this is being done by sword, but sometimes
just by giving information, spreading knowledge, and wisdom. Marco Polo connected Europe with the far distant
eastern world of China and Kublai Khan, the grandson of mighty Genghis Khan. If Marco and his readers would
only know that this very same Genghis Khan was just the previous incarnation of Marco himself. No joke, this is
how it was. Indeed, that would be quite a surprise on top of everything for all of them. For Marco himself, and
for his readers as well. He first came as a great warrior-emperor Genghis Khan to conquer the vast area of the
world, to shape and to remodel it, and then he came as Marco Polo just to announce to the world about the
greatness of Far East countries like China and Mongolia. This is exactly how it was. However, this is a very long
story actually. Indeed, this is yet another story waiting to be exposed soon.
The story of Marco Polo is far from being finished. I know this is just the beginning of the new approach, and
this is to find the true story behind. I truly believe exposed natal chart will be of great help in shedding more
light on such an exquisite and interesting figure as Marco Polo was.
The End
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